Frontend developer

For few of our clients based in Croatia, we are looking for Frontend developers with the following skill set:

Frontend developer 1

You have:
- Experience as a Frontend developer
- Expert knowledge of JavaScript and web technologies (Pure JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3)
- Deep knowledge of React.js
- Working experience with popular React.js workflows (such as Flux, redux, Relay or Apollo)
- Familiarity with newer specifications of ECMA Script
- Working experience with JavaScript testing, component testing and acceptance testing
- Familiarity with use of RESTful APIs or GraphQL APIs in modern Frontend applications
- Experience with common Frontend development and build pipeline tools such as Babel, Webpack, NPM, etc.
- Experience in deployment automation and continuous delivery is a plus
- Node.js and AWS stack experience is a plus
- Familiarity with code versioning tools, especially Git

Advantage:
- Repository with the proof of knowledge (GitHub, Bitbucket, …)

Frontend developer 2

For our client, a company providing solutions in Big data domain, we are looking for a Frontend developer in Zagreb.

The person on this position will be working on internal projects of the company and their internally developed Big data platform.

Requirements are following:
- 3+ years of experience with HTML, CSS, JS, React
- experience with Typescript, Git, and Jest tools, and with NodeJS and functional programming
- experience working in a team

What you can expect:
- salary according to candidate’s expectations and experience
- flexible working hours and possibility for remote work
- brand new offices on a new location (if you are an office type of person)
- budget for education, courses

Frontend developer 3

Qualifications
- Practical knowledge of HTML5, CSS3/SASS, ES2015+ JavaScript and Webpack
- Working experience with JavaScript based frameworks (Vue, React, Angular)
- Knowledge of API specification (JSON: API specification or RESTful APIs)
- Basic understanding of back-end web technologies (PHP preferred) to communicate with team members on the backend
- Working with Unix-Like OS (e.g. Linux, Mac OS)
- Working experience with Git and Docker
- Strong interpersonal and communication skills, proactive approach, and a desire for improvement
What do we offer?

- structured onboarding and mentorship for new employees
- opportunity to work with the latest technologies across a variety of platforms
- competitive salary aligned with your experience and knowledge
- friendly, innovative, and open-minded culture
- relaxed atmosphere and flexible work time with occasional remote work possibilities
- culture that actively contributes to dev community
- opportunity for knowledge sharing through regular internal meetups
- education plan based on your competencies
- day off on your birthday :)
- benefits for young parents (financial support), 2-month paid leave for fathers
- co-financed Multisport card
- yearly health checks
- new offices with free coffee and refreshments :)  

Contact at dijana@ambacia.eu